
VITA Rebekka Kaufmann

1978 training as a photographer and conclusion , then work as 
Portrait photographer and photojournalist in a press agency

1984-87 portrait photography and working for advertising agencies acting
1987 worked in film productions , press work after.... work in the 

fashion industry
1988 Foundation of the company advertising studios " Rebekka 

Kaufmann " in the Comfactory Berlin
specialization: Beauty, People and portraits of all kinds

1989          birth of daughter Lara-Nastasia
1992          birth of son Leonard- Aaron
1994  First research for the book "Schwanger Gehen“

Interviewed two years and photographed them 60 pregnant 
women.

1997 photo book " Schwanger Gehen“ appears in the Nicolai Verlag, 
Berlin
Exhibition / presentation of the book and the photographs as a 
solid
Exhibition of the Charite Mitte , Virchow Klinikum , German 
convention center for perinatal medicine at the ICC in Berlin, as 
well as many exhibitions in Switzerland and Austria .

1998 first pictures of the transfer process in the mixed media of 
photography and painting, painting on canvas . first extended 
stay in New York - further studies and artistic experiments with 
the transfer process .

1999 Exhibition at the " photokina " in Cologne " , together with 
international photographic artists . It shows here that he first 
large-format photos of her work " faces from centuries "

2001-02 Gallery "Seven Pieces" - Berlin exhibition "Men"
2003 New works in the transfer process

the commission of Princess Maja von Hohenzollern at the 
Breast Cancer Gala in Berlin
The Bacardi compeny buy at an auction „The Venus Amazone“
It comes in the art collection of Monika del Campo-Bacardi to 
Monaco
"Faces of centuries " the "Venus - Amazon" is created - 
acquisition of these works through art collection of Monica del 
Campo - Bacardi in Monaco



2004 Gallery PETERS Barenbrock -Berlin- Ahrenshoop, solo 
exhibition "Faces of centuries "

2005 Large-scale transfer work
2007 Exhibitions in Berlin WOMEN Photography
2008 Artistic advisor at Art & Photo
2009 Photography and Painting - Art works and preparation for new 

exhibition
2010 /12 working for advertising and actors agencies

working as a lecturer  Photo Academy Berlin
2013          Abroad to project preparation
2014          Implementation of the project “ Beautiful Pregnancy”


